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Conflict Update # 69 

May 24th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces have likely abandoned 
efforts to encircle large Ukrainian 

formations in eastern Ukraine and are 

instead attempting to secure smaller 

encirclements and focus on 

Severodonetsk. 

This change in the Russian approach 
is enabling gradual advances—but at the 

cost of abandoning several intended lines 

of advance and abandoning the Kremlin’s 

intended deep encirclement of Ukrainian 

forces in eastern Ukraine. 

Ukrainian forces are likely 

conducting a controlled withdrawal 

southwest of Popasna near Bakhmut to 

protect Ukrainian supply lines against 

Russian offensives in the southeast of 

Bakhmut. 

Russian occupation authorities in 

Mariupol announced that they will hold 

war crimes trials against Ukrainian soldiers 

in Mariupol in a likely effort to strengthen 

judicial control of the city and support false 

Kremlin narratives of Ukrainian crimes.  

Russian forces are attempting to 

retake Ternova in northern Kharkiv Oblast 

and seek to stabilize defensive positions 

near the Russian border against the 

Ukrainian counteroffensive. 

Russian forces are forming reserves 
and deploying S-400 missile systems in northwest Crimea to reinforce the southern axis. 

Several DNR servicemen openly released a video appeal to DNR leader Denis Pushilin stating they have been forced 

into combat operations without proper support, indicating increasing demoralization among Russian and proxy forces. 
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Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian 

forces did not launch offensive operations south of 

Izyum on May 24 but continued to reconnoiter 

Ukrainian positions in the region. Ukrainian General 

Staff (UGS) reported that Russian forces are likely 

preparing to resume an offensive toward Slovyansk 

and deployed additional artillery units to southern 

neighborhoods of Izyum. Izyum City Council Deputy 

Maxim Strelnik claimed that over 20,000 Russian 

personnel in what he reported are 25 battalion 

tactical groups (BTGs) are preparing to resume a 

large encirclement of Ukrainian troops from the 

north. ISW cannot independently confirm these 

Russian troop numbers or their unit structure, and 

Strelnik may be referencing a UGS report from April 

22 that twenty-five Russian BTGs were operating 

around Izyum. The Russian units around Izyum are 

likely heavily degraded and it is highly unlikely 

Russia is operating twenty-five full strength BTGs 

(at 800-900 personnel per BTG, this would be 

20,000-22,500 personnel in total). Many Russian 

personnel on this axis are likely in rear areas or not 

combat effective. Moreover, poor Russian tactics 

largely nullify the weight of numbers on this front, 

as Russian forces remain confined to launching 

narrow attacks down major roads that often do not employ more than a single BTG—at most—at a time. 

 Russian forces continued to prioritize attacks against Lyman rather than Slovyansk on May 24, likely to support a shallow 

encirclement of Ukrainian troops northwest of Severodonetsk. Pro-Russian military Telegram channels also noted that 

Russian and proxy forces have adopted a new strategy abandoning attacks toward Slovyansk and Barvinkove in favor of 

the Battle for Severodonetsk. ISW previously forecasted that Russian forces would scale down their initial objectives of 

reaching the Donetsk Oblast border in favor of securing the Luhansk Oblast borders. Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) 

Head Denis Pushilin announced that Russian forces began an assault on Lyman but claimed to have only seized the 

northern half of the settlement. ISW cannot independently confirm Pushilin’s claims. Geolocated social media videos 

showed that Russian forces heavily bombarded Lyman on May 23, likely in preparation for an assault on the town. 

Russian forces launched ground assaults on settlements approximately 20 km southwest of Severodonetsk, but have not 

reached the city. The UK Defense Ministry noted that Russian advances towards Severodonetsk from Rubizhne and 

advances from the southwest remain separated by approximately 25 km, and Russian forces may be able to encircle 

Severodonetsk in the coming days. Their forces will likely struggle to capture the city itself, however, and Russian assaults 

on major urban terrain have been unable to quickly take ground throughout the war. 

Ukrainian forces likely conducted a controlled withdrawal southwest of Popasna to defend Ukrainian ground lines of 

communication (GLOCs) in Bakhmut against Russian offensives. Russian forces seized Svitlodarsk, approximately 21 km 

southwest of Popasna, after Ukrainian forces retreated and damaged a bridge and dam over the Myronivskyi Reservoir 

on May 23. Ukrainian forces previously targeted the reservoir on May 14, likely in preparation for a gradual withdrawal 

from the area. Russian forces continued to advance just northeast and east of Popasna, with social media footage 
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showing the arrival of reinforcements to support the push toward the Lysychansk and Bakhmut highways. DNR sources 

also claimed that Russian forces are attempting a shallow encirclement of weakening Ukrainian troops in Avdiivka, but 

ISW cannot confirm these claims. 

Supporting Effort #1—Mariupol - Russian and proxy forces continued to “restore” Mariupol on May 24. Troops 

focused on demining the ruins of the city, the port, and the sea. Head of the Russian National Defense Control Center 

Colonel-General Mikhail Mizintsev claimed on May 24 that Russian forces will open a humanitarian “green corridor” in 

the Black Sea to allow the safe exit of foreign ships from the Port of Mariupol on May 25. 

Head of the DNR Denis Pushilin stated that it is developing rules and procedures for tribunals in Mariupol to try and 

punish Ukrainian soldiers for war crimes. Pushilin’s statement notably comes the day after the first Russian soldier was 

found guilty in a Ukrainian war crimes trial. Mariupol’s occupation administration will likely use such tribunals to enforce 

their rhetorical agendas and strengthen judicial control over Mariupol and other occupied areas. 

Supporting Effort #2—Kharkiv City - Russian 

forces continued to focus on maintaining and 

improving their positions north of Kharkiv City on May 

24. UGS reported that Russian forces are conducting 

ground assaults on the outskirts of Ternova, a village 

recaptured by Ukrainian forces in early May in the far 

north of Kharkiv Oblast and 5 km from the 

international border. A Russian Telegram channel 

claimed that Russian forces have restored control over 

the entirety of Ternova, and while this claim cannot be 

confirmed at this time, it indicates that Russian forces 

are focusing on retaking control of settlements near 

the border. Russian troops additionally shelled Kharkiv 

City and its environs. Sentinel satellite imagery from 

May 24 notably showed a Russian rear base 

constructed in Belgorod Oblast in early April within 15 

km of the Ukrainian border. They are likely using this 

and other rear bases to support operations in northern 

Kharkiv Oblast and seek to screen them from Ukrainian 

shelling. 

Supporting Effort #3—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces continued to reinforce their positions on the 

Southern Axis but did not make any confirmed 

advances on May 24. They are strengthening their 

grouping in Vasylivka and Kamyanske (both south of 

Zaporizhzhia City) in preparation for offensives to the 

north. UGS noted that their troops in Crimea are 

forming reserves and a spokesman for the Odesa Military Administration stated that they are reportedly deploying S-400 

missile systems to northwest Crimea. Russian milblogger Alexander Zhuchkovsky, however, called the situation on the 

Zaporizhia frontline of the Southern Axis “deplorable,” and indicated that Ukrainian artillery pressure has been effective 

in slowing Russian troop movements. Zhuchkovsky noted that Zaporizhia Oblast is not a priority for Russian command 

and much of the Russian grouping in the area is comprised of reservists. His assertion is corroborated by the fact that 
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Russian forces continued to shell Ukrainian positions in Kherson, Zaporizhia, and Dnipropetrovsk Oblasts on May 24, but 

did not engage in any active ground attacks. 

Recent Ukrainian partisan actions in Zaporizhia Oblast continue to pressure Russian occupation forces, which are 

continuing actions to strengthen administrative control of occupied areas. Occupation authorities in Kherson, Berdyansk, 

and Melitopol stated that both cities will be included in the ruble zone. 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces are likely reinforcing their grouping north of Kharkiv City to prevent further advances of the Ukrainian 

counteroffensive toward the Russian border. Russian forces may commit elements of the 1st Tank Army to Northern 

Kharkiv in the near future.  

• The Russians will continue efforts to encircle Severodonetsk and Lysychansk at least from the south, possibly by 

focusing on cutting off the last highway connecting Severodonetsk-Lysychansk with the rest of Ukraine. 

• Russian forces in Mariupol will likely shift their focus to occupational control of the city as the siege of Azovstal has 

concluded. 

• Russian forces are likely preparing for Ukrainian counteroffensives and settling in for protracted operations in 

Southern Ukraine. 

Russia Boosts Offensive In Eastern Ukraine As War Enters Fourth Month - Russian forces have stepped up 

their assault on the eastern Ukrainian region of Luhansk as Moscow now appears focused on securing and expanding its 
gains in Donbas and the southern coast. 

As the conflict entered its fourth month, President Zelenskiy warned Ukrainians that the coming period of time will be 
harsh, especially in the eastern Donbas region. British intelligence said in its daily report on May 24 that Russians are 
seeking to encircle Severodonetsk, a city of some 100,000 people on the banks of the Siverskiy Donets river, but are also 
focusing their attacks on Lysychansk and Rubyzhne in the same area. 

The report said that Russian forces had achieved some localized successes in the area with the aid of intense artillery fire, 
but Ukrainian resistance is strong and Kyiv's Joint Force Operation command structure has remained in control of this 
segment of the front. Russia's capture of Severodonetsk would see the whole of the Luhansk region falling under Russian 
occupation, the report said. 

Moscow Accused Of 'Scorched-Earth Tactics' As It Steps Up Assaults In Eastern Ukraine - Moscow has 

intensified its offensive in the eastern Luhansk region, the Ukrainian military said on May 23, with Severodonetsk under 
"round-the-clock" indiscriminate bombardment as Russian troops attempt to encircle the city, while U.S. President Joe 
Biden warned that Russia wants to "eliminate" Ukraine's national identity. 

The heavy fighting in eastern Ukraine has taken a severe toll on Russia's military, British intelligence has said, estimating 
that during the first three months of its war in Ukraine, Moscow has suffered a number of deaths similar to that 
experienced by the Soviet Union during its nine-year war in Afghanistan. 

Biden, who was speaking at a news conference in Tokyo on May 23 during his Asia tour, said Russian President Vladimir 
Putin can't occupy Ukraine, but he can "try to destroy its identity." Biden warned that Putin will have to "pay a dear price 
for his barbarism in Ukraine." 

Ukraine Warns Of Increased Military Moves By Belarus Near Border - Ukraine's Armed Forces have warned of 

an increase in military activity and troop levels by Belarus near the border. 

"The armed forces of the Republic of Belarus are intensifying reconnaissance, additional units are being deployed in the 
border areas of the Homel region," the Ukrainian general staff said in a situation report on May 23. 
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"The threat of missile and air strikes from the territory of the Republic of Belarus remains," it added. 

After the Ukrainian statement, Belarus's Defense Ministry said that it had started what it called "another phase of checks" 
of military equipment to observe their mobility and capacity. 

Belarus has not officially participated in the war launched by Moscow against Ukraine on February 24, but it has allowed 
its territory to be used by Russian forces as a staging area for attacks on Ukrainian soil. 

Ukrainian Troops Blitz Russian Hangar and Artillery Vehicle Used to Destroy Bridge, Homes - Ukrainian 
troops bombed a Russian hangar and destroyed a 2S4 Tyulpan 240-mm self-propelled mortar that was used to attack 
local homes and a bridge, Ukrainian military officials say. 

The attack, carried out by the Ukrainian Rapid Reaction Brigade and members of the 24th Mechanized Brigade, took 
place in the easternmost Ukrainian region of Luhansk Oblast. 

National Guard of Ukraine said on May 22: "Video story of the bright liquidation of the 'Tyulpan' 240-mm self-propelled 
mortar in Luhansk region. With his equipment, the occupiers destroyed the bridge between Severodonetsk and 
Lysychansk and destroyed houses in Severodonetsk." 

Sanctions 

Germany striving to develop gas field with Senegal amid supply uncertainties - As part of the visit to the 

African continent, his first as the Chancellor, Olaf Scholz’s first stop was Senegal. Scholz was welcomed in Dakar on Sunday 

by Senegalese President, Macky Sall. 

According to the Federal Cabinet, Germany is striving to work with Senegal to develop an offshore gas field. After the 

meeting with President Sall, Chancellor Scholz said they wanted to work with the West African country on renewable 

energies and storage technology. 

President Sall said Senegal was ready to work towards supplying the European market with LNG. He forecast Senegal’s 

LNG output to reach 2.5 million tonnes next year and 10 million tonnes by 2030, adding that Senegal is open to working 

with Germany on gas exploration and project financing. 

Energy intelligence group Rystad Energy has recently said that Africa is conservatively forecast to reach peak gas 

production at 470 billion cubic meters (Bcm) by the late 2030s, equivalent to about 75 per cent of the expected amount 

of gas produced by Russia in 2022. 

Spain paints itself as the answer to Europe’s Russian energy problem - Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez 

has said his country — and southern Europe more broadly — could provide an answer to the shortfall in gas supplies 

from Russia as the region looks to double down on sanctions against Moscow. 

“Spain and, I would say, Southern Europe, will have a chance to provide an answer to this energy dependence of Russia 

fossil energy,” Sanchez told CNBC at the World Economic Forum in Davos late Monday. 

Sanchez highlighted that Spain represents 37% of the European Union’s total regasification capacity — where liquefied 

natural gas is turned back into the end product of natural gas. He also said the Iberian Peninsula, occupied by Spain and 

Portugal, is home to around half of the EU’s LNG storage. 

“This war also gave us a very important lesson, which is that renewable energy, hydrogen, energy efficiency is not only a 

great ally for countries and economies to tackle the climate change efforts, but also in this very complex and very 

uncertain geopolitical scenario that will provide us also means to increase our resilience and autonomy,” he added. 
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Geopolitics 

China's shock message after Albanese win: 'We're ready' - Beijing has officially responded to Anthony Albanese's 

victory in the Federal Election, appearing to offer an olive branch to Canberra after a torrid two-year period for Sino-

Australian relations. China's Premier Li Keqiang, second to President Xi Jinping, sent his congratulations to Mr Albanese 

late on Monday. 

The welcome reception, after the Morrison government toiled and ultimately failed with its diplomatic efforts with 

Beijing, points to a significant decision from China to re-welcome dialogue and resurrect relations. 

State news agency Xinhua reported Li noted Beijing was ready to "look into the future" and grow its partnership with 

Australia. 

Impacts 

Romanian Port Races Against Clock To Move Ukrainian Grain To Global Markets - Pressed into emergency 

service by the blockade of Ukraine's seaports by Russian invaders, neighboring Romania is racing against time to move 

Ukrainian grain to global markets before the next harvest triggers bottlenecks. 

Ukraine, the world's fourth largest grain exporter, has been forced by Russia's invasion to re-route shipments by train via 

its western border into neighboring Poland, Slovakia and Romania or on barges through its small Danube river ports. 

But Ukraine needs to move 20 million tonnes of grains before the new harvest in less than three months to avoid 

bottlenecks and forestall a global food crisis. 

European Transport Commissioner Adina Valean has called the challenge "gigantesque" and said the European 

Commission will work with EU governments to put in place effective new transport routes for Ukrainian grain. 

The scale of the challenge comes into focus in Romania's flagship Black Sea port Constanta, where only about 1% of the 

EU target, or roughly 240,000 tonnes of Ukrainian grain has so far passed through, its manager Florin Goidea said. 

Russian Invasion Of Ukraine Has Caused 'Massive' Food Security Crisis, Says FAO - Russia's invasion of 

Ukraine has caused a 'massive, and further deteriorating' food security crisis in Ukraine and abroad, the FAO has said. 

The ongoing war in Ukraine, which began on 24 February 2022, is causing extensive loss of life, destroying civilian and 

other critical infrastructure, upheaving millions of livelihoods, and sparking massive population displacement (more than 

3.6 million people have abandoned their homes and fled across borders to safety, and upwards of 7 million people are 

internally displaced). 

The war also has resulted in a massive – and further deteriorating – food security crisis in Ukraine and abroad. Food supply 

chains, both domestic and international, are being disrupted, and international food prices have soared to new heights, 

compounding the already heavy burden on global food security. Even before the war in Ukraine, international food prices 

had reached an all-time high, mostly due to market conditions but also due to the high prices of energy, fertilizers and 

other agricultural inputs and services caused by an increase in demand resulting from recovery plans. In March 2022, the 

FAO Food Price Index reached a new historical record in nominal and real terms. In nominal terms, it was 33.6 percent 

higher than its level a year earlier and 12.6 percent higher than its previous peak a month earlier. 
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The Russian Federation and Ukraine are traditionally among the most important producers of agricultural commodities 

in the world (Figure 1). Both countries are net exporters of agricultural products, and they both play leading supply roles 

in global markets of foodstuffs and fertilizers. Combined, the two countries, on average accounted for 19, 14 and 4 

percent of the annual global output of barley, wheat and maize, respectively, from 2016/17 to 2020/21. In the oilseed 

complex, their contribution to global production was particularly 

important for sunflower oil, accounting for more than half of the 

world output, on average, during this period. 

Food security challenges in Ukraine - The war in Ukraine has 

already caused extensive damage and loss of life in key population 

centres. Populations in active war zones are facing severe 

shortages of food, water and energy supplies. As insecurity 

escalates, with both local and national supply chains disrupted, 

people are falling deeper into hunger and malnutrition. 

Key immediate areas of concern include: 

• disruption to crops – winter harvesting and spring planting;  

• agricultural labour availability, impacted by population displacement;   

• access to and availability of agricultural inputs, particularly fuel, seeds, fertilizers and pesticides;   

• disruption of logistics at all stages of food supply chains;  

• abandonment of farms and reduced access to agricultural land;   

• damage to crops due to military activity, especially during vegetative stages in spring;   

• destruction of agri-food system capital assets and infrastructure. 

FAO has carried out an initial rapid assessment in 19 areas, with some key findings: 

• food shortages are expected 

immediately or in the next 

three months in over 40 

percent of the areas assessed. 

Food supply and access are 

significant issues across all 

trading sectors; 

• fuel availability is a major 

challenge to both food 

production and supply chains. 

Just one-fifth of agribusinesses 

surveyed by the government 

indicated that they had sufficient fuel to plant this spring. The crop sector is dominated by medium- and large-

scale holdings, necessitating the need for high mechanization; 

• there is limited availability of critical agricultural inputs, including seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and farming 

equipment. 

'Ashamed' Russian Diplomat In Geneva Resigns In Protest Against War In Ukraine - A diplomat at Russia's 

Permanent Mission to the UN Office in Geneva says he has resigned in protest at the "needless" war Russia has launched 

against Ukraine. 
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Boris Bondarev said in a statement placed on his LinkedIn page on May 23 that he has "never been so ashamed of my 

country as on February 24," when Russia launched an invasion of its neighbor. 

"The aggressive war unleashed by [Russian President Vladimir] Putin against Ukraine, and in fact against the entire 

Western world, is not only a crime against the Ukrainian people, but also, perhaps, the most serious crime against the 

people of Russia," Bondarev, who identifies himself on LinkedIn as a counsellor at the mission who worked on arms 

control, wrote. 

Widening of Conflict 

Chaos on Tajik-Afghan Border Could Make Russian Intervention More Likely - Dushanbe has never exercised 

complete control over Tajikistan’s restive Gorno-Badakhshan, a remote region dominated by the Pamir Mountains that 

occupies a third of the country (even though it has only 3 percent of its population) and adjoins Afghanistan. But in recent 

weeks, the situation has deteriorated to the point that ever more people in Dushanbe and Moscow are openly talking 

about the risk that conditions there may soon trigger a full-scale civil war. That possibility has led the Tajikistani leadership 

to launch yet another and apparently far more massive “counter-terrorist” action in Gorno-Badakhshan—so far with 

limited success.  

Perhaps more significantly, Dushanbe’s problems have compelled it to publicly ask Moscow to be ready to send forces 

into the region, just as it did in Kazakhstan last January. 

Increasing the likelihood that Moscow will decide in favor of such a 

course is something that has often been overlooked. Neighboring 

Afghanistan represents a religious threat to Tajikistan that is 

different and perhaps more powerful than the Taliban. It involves 

the Ismailis, a sect of Islam led by the Aga Khan, which the Taliban 

opposes but that has many followers in northern Afghanistan and 

especially in the Gorno-Badakhshan region of Tajikistan. If the Aga 

Khan gains influence, it could prompt a Chinese intervention 

because Beijing views him as a dangerous threat and already has 

military capabilities in Tajikistan that are arrayed and ready to take 

action. Moreover, Beijing has earlier signaled it would like to take 

control of the Pamirs. That could set up a particularly dangerous 

Sino-Russian conflict. Moreover, Russian analysts stress, the Aga 

Khan is not an independent actor but rather allegedly an agent for 

the West. And thus, Western countries may supposedly use him to 

push Russia out of Tajikistan and perhaps Central Asia—a strategy 

Moscow must oppose. 

Viewing the map to the tight, the yellow-shaded area represents 

the area of conflict, and the blue-shaded area represents the 

Chinese sphere of interest. 

Both Russia and Tajikistan are members of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), mentioned in previous War 

Updates. Russia has pledged support for Tajikistan amid concerns regarding its relationship with Afghanistan. Russia has 

a military base in the country, sending in 30 new tanks late last year. 
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Ukraine’s Transcarpathia: The Other Center of 

Tension in the Heart of Europe - In recent years, 

relations between Ukraine and Hungary were 

repeatedly overshadowed by bilateral conflicts and 

mutual accusations. The primary stumbling block to this 

day continues to be one of Ukraine’s western 

provinces—Transcarpathia.  

For example, earlier this month, the secretary of the 

Ukrainian National Security and Defense Council, 

Oleksiy Danilov, asserted that Hungary had been 

warned in advance by Russia about the upcoming attack 

on Ukraine, and he claimed that Hungary intended to 

exploit the situation to reclaim “part of its [Ukrainian] 

territory,” alluding to Transcarpathia. 

On May 3, the Embassy of Hungary in Kyiv denied the NSDC secretary’s remarks. The Hungarian diplomatic post 

responded that Danilov’s allegations are “untrue and unfounded, as well as incite hatred against the Hungarian people 

and Hungary in Ukrainian public opinion, which is suffering from the war.” 

This conflict cannot be properly understood without reference to its historical context and to modern-day demographic 

statistical data. Ethnic Hungarians have lived in territories that now make up the Transcarpathian region of Ukraine since 

the migration of Hungarian tribes to the Carpathian Basin at the turn of the 9th and 10th centuries. In Hungarian 

historiography, this is referred to as the “honfoglalás”—“conquest of the homeland”—and Hungarians consider this 

region part of their historical lands and themselves as indigenous people there. One hundred fifty-seven thousand 

Hungarians live in Ukraine, and 152,000 of them reside in Zakarpatska Oblast. But this figure only makes up roughly 12 

percent of the population of the region.  

Hungary routinely uses its voice inside NATO as a tool of political pressure against Ukraine in the context of 

Transcarpathia. In an interview with the Russian state news agency TASS, Hungarian Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó 

addressed a question about Ukrainian membership prospects in NATO by declaring, “Ukraine needs to undertake a range 

of significant changes if it is serious about Euro-Atlantic integration.” In fact, Hungary has long blocked Ukraine’s 

integration into the North Atlantic Alliance because of a law that requires high school classes to be conducted in the 

Ukrainian language.  

These areas of conflict hark back to the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the post-WWI delineation of the Balkans after the 

Paris Accords in 1919. 


